ABSTRACT

We present an approach to the automatic generation of efficient matrix multiplication code on the latest Sunway processor, which will be employed by the next-generation machine of Sunway TaihuLight, one of the fastest supercomputers on earth. Our method allows users to write simple C code and automatically generates high-performance matrix multiplication kernels. It uses polyhedral transformations to implement rapid compute decomposition, data exchanges across memory hierarchy and memory latency hiding. An assembly routine is finally integrated into the generated kernels. While achieving up to 90.14% of the theoretical peak performance, our method surpasses a highly tuned library by 9.44%. Compared with existing techniques, our approach reduces the software development life cycle to generate efficient matrix code from months to seconds. We also take into account batched matrix multiplication and some fusion patterns for deep learning (DL), outperforming the library-based implementations by 1.30× and 1.67×.
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• Software and its engineering → Source code generation; • Computer systems organization → Parallel architectures.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Sunway TaihuLight [6] had ever crowned the TOP500 list four times and remains one of the fastest supercomputers. It is used to execute high-performance computing applications [5] and DL workloads [7]. These programs involve massive linear algebra operations, among which general matrix multiplication (Gemm) is of the leading importance. The Linpack benchmark used to rank supercomputers also relies heavily on the efficient implementation of Gemm to solve linear equations. These together make the effective execution of Gemm supreme for the Sunway systems.

The Sunway supercomputer family implements the Sunway architecture, which cannot directly use existing BLAS (basic linear algebra subprograms) libraries for CPU/GPU [8, 19]. Some manual efforts incurring high engineering cost [11, 12] or tedious tuning overhead [7] have been devoted to the SW26010 processor [6], but these approaches are not portable to the latest processor, SW26010Pro [29], that will be adopted by the next generation of the Sunway supercomputers. A practical compilation approach to generate efficient Gemm kernels for SW26010Pro is still missing.

However, automating the generation of high-performance Gemm code is not straightforward, even those approaches for general-purpose chips had to expose the architectural information to the programming model [26] or only generated the innermost loop after Gemm compute decomposition [17], leaving data movements across memory hierarchy and memory latency hiding as a cumbersome duty of the programmer. This situation is further exacerbated by the Sunway architecture, whose potential can be fully exploited only when the programming challenges [25] are well modeled.

We prefer to believe that both the programmer and the vendor of a supercomputer expect a compilation tool to manage the more complex tasks including compute decomposition, data movements and the overlap between computation and communication, etc., but also to be of the ability to collaborate with the highly optimized routines provided by the vendor. The automatically generated Gemm
code can thus achieve promising performance, and the human efforts can also be maximally saved. In fact, there already exists prior work for CPU/GPU [1, 13, 18] doing so by integrating the assembly or micro kernels of 
\texttt{Gemm} into the compilation framework: the high-level loop transformations and memory managements are modeled using an optimizing compiler, and low-level optimizations are implemented by hand and packed in an inline function call.

Inspired by this, we present an automatic code generation approach for 
\texttt{Gemm} on SW26010Pro. Unlike existing techniques that require user annotations [26], our method allows the programmer to write a naive 3D loop nest of \texttt{Gemm} code using a general-purpose language, thus simplifying the programmability issue. The user code is lowered to the schedule tree [9], a widely used internal representation of the polyhedral model [20, 22], on top of which systematically analysis and transformations are performed.

We use the \textit{isl} library [21] to determine the parallelism and tilingability of the 3D loop nest of \texttt{Gemm}, and perform compute decomposition through hierarchical tiling: on the basis of classical tiling as implemented in existing polyhedral compilers [4, 22], we strip-mine [14] the reduced loop dimension of the \texttt{Gemm} code to allow for follow-up memory optimizations. We analytically model the best tile sizes by considering the shape configuration of the assembly micro kernel, avoiding tedious tuning overhead [2, 24]. Data movements across the memory hierarchy are also implemented on top of schedule trees. In addition to performing memory promotions like the GPU case [22], we also hide the memory access latency through software pipelining and double buffering, automating the complex optimization criteria described in [25].

The \texttt{Gemm} code is finally decomposed into a micro kernel, of which the accessed matrix elements can be stored in faster scratchpad memory. Low-level optimizations like data distribution from the scratchpad memory to registers, loop unrolling, instruction scheduling and vectorization should be performed within this micro kernel, which are non-trivial to model in polyhedral compilation [15, 18]. Instead of producing a naive implementation of this micro kernel, we tailor the optimized schedule tree to generate an invocation of an inline assembly function that has been optimized by the vendor.

The seamless integration between the polyhedral model and inline assembly instructions makes it possible to model the fusion between linear algebra operations not considered by the manual approaches [11, 12]. In particular, we consider the fusion patterns between \texttt{Gemm} and element-wise operations that happen frequently in DL, widening the applicability of the approach.

In summary, our work makes the following contributions:

- While achieving up to 90.14% of the theoretical performance, our compiler greatly reduces the cost [11, 12] to generate efficient \texttt{Gemm} code on Sunway systems.

Our approach generates the code executable on SW26010Pro. The results demonstrate that our code outperforms a BLAS library xMath [10] by 9.44% and effectively make use of the SW26010Pro processor. We also obtain 1.30x and 1.67x speedups for batched \texttt{Gemm} and fusion patterns over the xMath-based implementations.

## 2 BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW

There exist different variants of \texttt{Gemm} depending on the precision of the matrix elements. We consider double-precision \texttt{Gemm} or \texttt{Dgemm} [11, 17] that executes the operation $C = \alpha (AXB) + \beta C$, where $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are coefficients, and $A$, $B$, and $C$ are matrices of double-precision elements with sizes $M \times K$, $K \times N$ and $M \times N$. We study \texttt{Dgemm} because the Linpack benchmark uses double-precision matrices to rank the supercomputers, and other \texttt{Gemm} variants share the same structure with \texttt{Dgemm} [17]. There are no fundamental reasons impeding our approach from being applied to other \texttt{Gemm} variants.

### 2.1 The Sunway Architecture

The Sunway architecture is a heterogeneous system adopted by Sunway TaihuLight [6], which organizes its 10,649,600 cores into 40 cabinets, with each made of four super nodes. Each super node includes 256 Sunway processors, connected to others through the system interface. A Sunway processor includes multiple clusters or core groups, the communication between which is delivered by the network on chip. Each cluster is composed of one management processing element (\texttt{MPE}) and 64 compute processing elements (\texttt{CPES}).

All levels of the compute hierarchy except the clusters employ a non-uniform memory access or distributed system. The communications between clusters and higher levels can be implemented using the MPI protocol. Due to the well-nested compute structure and simple access manners of \texttt{Gemm}, one can gradually break down a \texttt{Gemm} routine into independent smaller ones until each piece can be handled by a cluster. Writing MPI messages will thus not incur too much engineering cost. We study \texttt{Gemm} code generation for each cluster that requires more complex memory managements. Note that automatically generating MPI code using the polyhedral model is also possible [3]; integrating this approach into our compiler is not difficult and we leave it as the future work.

A cluster connects its own 16GB DDR4 memory space to its single \texttt{MPE} and the $8 \times 8$ \texttt{CPES} mesh using a memory controller. The 64 \texttt{CPES} work together in an asynchronous manner. \texttt{MPE} with a two-level Cache memory hierarchy is usually used for communications, though it can also execute code inefficiently. Each \texttt{CPES} manages a software-controlled data scratchpad memory (\texttt{SPM}) and multiple registers. The current TaihuLight machine uses the SW26010 processor [6] composed of four clusters, but SW26010Pro [29] that will be adopted on the next-generation machine can include six. The architecture of SW26010Pro is depicted in Fig.1.

The reasons that make prior methods [11, 12] ineffective are two-folded. First, the memory size of a \texttt{CPES’S SPM} has increased to 256 KB [29], making manually defined tile sizes [11] and data movements not optimal. Second, the \texttt{CPES} can exchange register data on SW26010, but they are allowed to share larger \texttt{SPM} data tiles through...
We leverage the polyhedral model [4, 22] to implement an automatic approach for compute decomposition and data movements from the main memory of an SW26010Pro’s cluster to the smp of a cpe. Besides, implementing rma and memory latency hiding using schedule trees were not studied before; how the optimized schedule tree can work with the inline assembly instructions should also be addressed.

2.3 Overview of the Approach

Our approach takes as input Gemm code written in C language and represents it as a schedule tree, and the isl library is used to determine the parallelism and tilability. Compute decomposition (§3) realized through tiling and strip-mining is first performed to break down the input Gemm code. We also consider the batched Gemm pattern that takes place frequently in DL models.

The compute decomposition results in local array references that are expressed as a schedule tree depicted in Fig.2b. The root is referred to as a domain node, expressed as a group of integer sets with each representing an individual statement. Nested loops are denoted using a so-called band node, with which Gemm compute decomposition is performed through loop tiling. A dynamic statement execution can be instantiated using a tuple composed of the loop iteration values, and an affine relation between them can be used to express the schedule of each statement enclosed in the domain node. An affine relation between a statement instance and an array can be inspected as a read or write access relation, depending on the accessed manner. A sequence node can be introduced to enforce the sequential execution order between statements that are enclosed in the same basic block, which contributes a scalar dimension to the schedule tuple composed of the loop iteration variables. An extension node is used to introduce statements not covered by the domain node, usually used to insert auxiliary statements for data movements and synchronizations. Many other node types are also supported; we invite the readers to refer to the schedule tree publication [9] for more details.

We take Gemm code generation for GPU in PCCG [22], which also relies on isl [21] to build an initial schedule tree as shown in Fig.2b. While isl does not change the structure of the original schedule tree, it automatically attaches two attributes to the band node that indicating the outer two loops are parallelizable and the 3D loop nest is tilable. A rectangular tiling with sizes $32 \times 32 \times 32$ is performed, resulting in the schedule tree shown in Fig.2c, with the band node split into two variants, the outer iterating between tiles and the inner iterating within a tile.

The GPU thread/block parameters are introduced to replace their corresponding expressions in the band nodes (Fig.2d), and an extension node for implementing memory promotion statements from global memory to shared memory is inserted into the schedule tree in Fig.2e. Each affine relation within the extension node represents a data copy statement, whose domain, $(d_0, d_1, d_2)$, carries the outer dimensions after tiling while the range, $readA[d_3, d_4]$ or $readB[d_3, d_4]$, is the memory footprint allocatable on shared memory.

\begin{align*}
\text{for } i \in [0, M] \text{ and } j \in [0, N] \text{ and } k \in [0, K] \\
& C[i, j] = C[i, j] + A[i, k] \times B[k, j] / S_1 + S_2
\end{align*}

(a) A 3D loop nest of Gemm code.

(b) The initial schedule tree.

(c) The tiled schedule tree with sizes $32 \times 32 \times 32$.

(d) The schedule tree with GPU block and thread parameters.

(e) The schedule tree with shared memory promotion statements.

The transformations on schedule trees can be borrowed to develop our approach, but we have to refine the process for our target for compute decomposition and data movements from the main memory of an SW26010Pro’s cluster to the smp of a cpe. Besides, implementing rma and memory latency hiding using schedule trees were not studied before; how the optimized schedule tree can work with the inline assembly instructions should also be addressed.
RMA (§5) is implementing data communication within the CPE mesh. Memory latency hiding (§6) is realized, with the generated schedule tree scanned to produce abstract syntax tree (AST) using isl. Finally, an assembly micro kernel is integrated into the code generator (§7), with fusion patterns for DL models also considered.

3 COMPUTE DECOMPOSITION

Compute decomposition should break down the GEMM code into smaller independent blocks such that (1) the $8 \times 8$ CPEs can work on them in parallel, and (2) each of the resulted blocks fits the shape configuration of the micro kernel. The parallelization of the outer two loops can be implemented as explained in §2.2. The difficulty is to find a group of optimal tile sizes.

Before we proceed to the next step, we first isolate the batch dimension from the combined band node when given a batched GEMM code, since we choose not to decompose the batch dimension. We may obtain a schedule tree as shown in Fig.3, for which we isolate the $b$ dimension from the remaining. Our approach for GEMM is still applicable to the second band node. Without loss of generality, we focus on the discussion of GEMM in the following context.

$\text{DOMAIN: } [S_{1}(i, j, k) : 0 \leq i < M \land 0 \leq j < N \land 0 \leq k < K]$

$\text{BAND: } [S_{1}(i, j, k) \rightarrow (i \times 64, j \times 64, k \times 32)]$

$\text{(a) The schedule tree after tiling.}$
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Figure 4: Tiling and introduce CPE mesh parameters.

result when the size of the reduced dimension $K$ is greater than 32, since each $C_{r}$ is the accumulation of all products along the reduced dimension, i.e., $A_{64 \times 64} \times B_{K \times 64}$. Fig.5 illustrates the distribution of matrix elements on the memory hierarchy of an SW26010Pro’s cluster, where we assume $\alpha = \beta = 1$ for the sake of simplicity.

Figure 5: Data distribution across the memory hierarchy.

A possible solution is to promote $A_{64 \times 64} \times B_{K \times 64}$ to the SPM. Each CPE along the same mesh row or column will keep the same copy of $A_{64 \times 64}$ or $B_{K \times 64}$, incurring a great waste of the faster SPM memory. Worse yet, such a buffering strategy will make the decomposition strategy incompatible with the micro kernel, whose shape configuration has been optimized to maximize the utilization of SPM. The allocatable space for the output matrix tile on each CPE is reduced with the increasing buffered sizes of input matrix tiles, compelling a CPE to work on a working set smaller than $C_{r}$.

Fortunately, SW26010Pro allows for the RMA communication of SPM data between CPEs, which we use to address the aforementioned issue. The CPE mesh provides three communication manners as will be introduced in §5, among which we leverage the row/column/broadcast RMA mechanism to share the SPM data along the same row/column of the current CPE. Each CPE can still buffer a size of $64 \times 64$ tile of the output matrix and $64 \times 32$ tiles of the input matrices on its own SPM to preserve the compatibility with the assembly micro kernel, which in turn is executed in a sequential manner along the reduced dimension. The low-latency RMA communications can be introduced before each execution of the micro kernel to guarantee that the correct $A_{r}$ and $B_{r}$ are ready on the SPM.

As the movements of $64 \times 32$ input matrix tiles from main memory to SPMs is performed in parallel through DMA, every eight $A_{r}$'s/B_{r}'s along the horizontal/vertical direction are simultaneously buffered. We thus strip-mine the reduced dimension $K$ to enforce the sequential communication of $A_{r}$/$B_{r}$ along the horizontal/vertical direction. The resulted schedule tree is shown in Fig.6.

3.1 Tiling All Dimensions

Compute decomposition is achieved by performing loop tiling. One can perform rectangular tiling along each dimension of the 3D GEMM code as illustrated in Fig.2. However, the tile size selection issue has not yet been modeled by isl or other polyhedral tools. Instead, existing approaches [2, 20, 22] resort to tedious auto-tuners to search optimal tile sizes. A practical tuning heuristic is vital for the isl code as illustrated in Fig.2. However, the tile size selection can perform rectangular tiling along each dimension of the 3D Compute decomposition is achieved by performing loop tiling. One dimension from the combined band node when given a batched GEMM code, since we choose not to decompose the batch dimension. We may obtain a schedule tree as shown in Fig.3, for which we isolate the $b$ dimension from the remaining. Our approach for GEMM is still applicable to the second band node. Without loss of generality, we focus on the discussion of GEMM in the following context.
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A possible solution is to promote $A_{64 \times 64} \times B_{K \times 64}$ to the SPM. Each CPE along the same mesh row or column will keep the same copy of $A_{64 \times 64}$ or $B_{K \times 64}$, incurring a great waste of the faster SPM memory. Worse yet, such a buffering strategy will make the decomposition strategy incompatible with the micro kernel, whose shape configuration has been optimized to maximize the utilization of SPM. The allocatable space for the output matrix tile on each CPE is reduced with the increasing buffered sizes of input matrix tiles, compelling a CPE to work on a working set smaller than $C_{r}$.

Fortunately, SW26010Pro allows for the RMA communication of SPM data between CPEs, which we use to address the aforementioned issue. The CPE mesh provides three communication manners as will be introduced in §5, among which we leverage the row/column/broadcast RMA mechanism to share the SPM data along the same row/column of the current CPE. Each CPE can still buffer a size of $64 \times 64$ tile of the output matrix and $64 \times 32$ tiles of the input matrices on its own SPM to preserve the compatibility with the assembly micro kernel, which in turn is executed in a sequential manner along the reduced dimension. The low-latency RMA communications can be introduced before each execution of the micro kernel to guarantee that the correct $A_{r}$ and $B_{r}$ are ready on the SPM.

As the movements of $64 \times 32$ input matrix tiles from main memory to SPMs is performed in parallel through DMA, every eight $A_{r}$'s/B_{r}'s along the horizontal/vertical direction are simultaneously buffered. We thus strip-mine the reduced dimension $K$ to enforce the sequential communication of $A_{r}$/$B_{r}$ along the horizontal/vertical direction. The resulted schedule tree is shown in Fig.6.

3.2 Strip-mining the Reduced Dimension

Our tiling strategy produces the matrix tiles with the expected sizes of the target micro kernel. These matrix tiles will be promoted using DMA (§4). However, the micro kernel only computes a partial
DOMAINE: $\{S_1(i, j, k) : 0 \leq i < M \land 0 \leq j < N \land 0 \leq k < K\}$
BAND: $\{S_1(i, j, k) \rightarrow \langle \text{Rid}, \text{Cid}\rangle \}$ "This band is mapped to the 2D cre mesh."
BAND: $\{S_1(i, j, k) \rightarrow \langle i, \frac{k}{256} \rangle\}$
BAND: $\{S_1(i, j, k) \rightarrow (i - 64) \frac{k}{32}\}$

Figure 6: Strip-mine the reduced dimension by a factor of 8.

Strip-mining [14] does not involve loop permutation and is thus always valid. To perform strip-mining, we need to isolate the reduced dimension from the combined band node representing the tile loops. This step has also been shown in Fig.6.

4 AUTOMATING DMA COMMUNICATION

The atthread programming model for SW26010Pro provides a suite of communication interfaces for DMA that exchanges data between the main memory and each SPM of the cpe. The two non-blocking interfaces we use are dma_iget and dma_iput, whose syntax is:

dma_iget (void *dst, void *src, int size, int len, int strip, int *reply)

dma_iput (void *dst, void *src, int size, int len, int strip, int *reply)

where only the interface names are different. dst and src represent the destination and source addresses of the DMA message. For dma_iget, dst expresses the starting address of the matrix tile in SPM and src is the starting address of the matrix in the main memory; or vice versa for dma_iput. size denotes the total size of the transferred data. len and strip will be explained later. reply is a signal indicating the completion of the DMA transfer. It is always initialized as zero and increases by one each time a DMA message is launched. The following pair of statements:

reply = 0;
dma_wait_value (&reply, 1);

always appear before and after a non-blocking DMA message to guarantee that the transferred data is always ready before accessed. dma_iget and dma_iput can also be invoked without the strip argument. We will introduce the difference later together with the meaning of this argument.

Inserting a foreign statement in schedule trees is realized by extension nodes. We can follow the implementation in PPGC [22] to determine the correct position where an extension node should be introduced, and emitting an instruction for this DMA message is straightforward using the pretty-print strategy. The difficulty is to compute the values for each argument of the DMA syntax, which can be inferred from the affine relation passed to an extension node.

To make use of extension nodes, we need to provide an affine relation like $[d_0, d_1, d_2] \rightarrow \text{readA}[d_0, d_1]$ as shown in Fig.2e. It can be inspected as the relation between a compute tile $[d_0, d_1, d_2]$ and the read matrix tile footprint $\text{readA}[d_0, d_1]$. In our case, the domain of this affine relation can be instantiated using $[\text{Rid}, \text{Cid}, \lfloor \frac{k}{256} \rfloor]$, as depicted in Fig.4b. $d_3$ and $d_4$ should be affine functions of $\text{Rid}, \text{Cid}$ and $\lfloor \frac{k}{256} \rfloor$. They form the rectangular shape of the tiled memory footprint. As a result, data copying for a matrix is implemented within a nest of two loops in PPGC [22]. The bounds and strip of each data copying loop can be inferred from this affine relation. This can be borrowed by our work, but we only need to determine the lower bound of each data copying loop, because they will be used to instantiate dst and src of the DMA communication interfaces.

We thereafter assume dst is the starting address in SPM and src is the starting address in the main memory. We always assign one reply value for each DMA message. In addition to simplifying the implementation, this also allows for the independent scheduling of individual DMA messages, which benefits the double buffering strategy in §6. As each matrix tile is promoted to the SPM of a cpe, we can safely deliver the address of local_Matrix[0][0] to dst, where the prefix local represents the buffered address in SPM and Matrix can be instantiated using A, B or C.

The compute decomposition strategy makes each cpe compute a smaller Gemm compute tile with size of $64 \times 64 \times 32$. All of the cpes are distributed into an $8 \times 8$ mesh organization. Each cpe mesh thus executes a Gemm kernel of $512 \times 512 \times 256$. We suppose that Matrix is of size $X \times Y$. The sizes of Matrix executed by the cpe mesh and a cpe are represented as $X \times Y$ and $X_r \times Y_r$. How these parameters are instantiated is depicted on the right of Fig.7.

Figure 7: The DMA mechanism.

A dma_iget message copies $X_r \times Y_r$ matrix elements from the main memory to SPM, i.e., size should be set as equal to $X_r \times Y_r$. These matrix elements can be continuously addressed in SPM, but they are gathered from non-continuous locations in main memory. Fortunately, every $Y_r$ elements in the same row are still continuous, and len, which is used to represent the length of this continuous address. We thus set len using $Y_r$. The strip argument of the DMA interfaces is used to represent the strip value between the ending point $e$ of the previous row to the starting point $s$ of the next; it can be omitted in more general scenarios but is mandatory in Gemm case. Suppose that the distance from the start of the row that $s$ resides in to $s$ be $d$. The distance from $e$ to the end of the row where $e$ locates can be expressed as $Y - d - Y_r$. strip should therefore be the sum of these two distances, $Y - Y_r$.

All of the above arguments are constants with respect to $\text{Rid}, \text{Cid}$ and $\lfloor \frac{k}{256} \rfloor$. We now deduce the relation between the global coordinate of $src$ or $dst$ in main memory. To achieve this, we first compute the relative position of the matrix tile $X_r \times Y_r$ within $\hat{X} \times \hat{Y}$ that starts at $\hat{o}$, whose address should in turn be measured as an offset from $\hat{o}$, the starting address Matrix[0][0] of the whole matrix $X \times Y$ in the main memory. The global coordinate of each matrix element including $\hat{o}$ is indexed as Matrix[x][y] in the Gemm code, where $x, y$ should be instantiated using $i, j$ or $k$ depending on which Matrix represents. $r$ and $c$ can thus be expressed as:

$$r = \hat{X} \left[ \frac{x}{X_r} \right] + X_r, \quad c = \left[ \frac{y}{Y_r} \right] + Y_r$$

(1)

where $r$ and $c$ denote the relative row and column indexes of $x$ and $y$ with respect to $\lfloor \frac{x}{X_r} \rfloor$ and $\lfloor \frac{y}{Y_r} \rfloor$, which will be instantiated using $\text{Rid}, \text{Cid}$ or $\lfloor \frac{k}{256} \rfloor$ depending on which Matrix represents. The address of Matrix[0][0] is passed to src. The final dma_iget is

$$\text{dma_iget}(\text{Matrix}[0][0], \text{Matrix}[r][c], X_r \times Y_r, Y_r - Y_r, \text{&reply})$$
5 IMPLEMENTING RMA BROADCAST

SW26010Pro provides three RMA manners. Point-to-point (Fig.8a) is used to communicate between two CPEs. It sends the spm data of s to u along the same row, or it must resort to a transit point t to deliver the message from s to u. Row/Column-wise broadcast (Fig.8b) shares the spm data of s to those CPEs along the same row/column, and the row and column broadcasts can take place simultaneously. The third manner (Fig.8c) broadcasts the spm data of s to every other CPE in the mesh, which is internally implemented using the combination of row and column broadcasts.

(a) Point to Point. (b) Row/column broadcast. (c) All broadcast.

Figure 8: The communication manners between CPEs.

The RMA interfaces for row/column-wise broadcast in the atthread programming model are rma_row_ibcast and rma_col_ibcast, whose syntax can be written as:

```c
rma_row_ibcast(void *dst, void *src, int size, int *replyx, int *repyy)
rma_col_ibcast(void *dst, void *src, int size, int *replyx, int *repyy)
```

These RMA interfaces are with the same set of arguments but the interface names are different. dst and src still represent the domain and source addresses of a RMA message, and size is also used to denote the total size of the transferred data. len and strip are no longer required for RMA because the buffered matrix elements in spm are always continuous. Unlike dma_get or dma_put, rma_row_ibcast and rma_col_ibcast require two signal indicators—replyx and replyy: the former increases by one each time an RMA data is sent out by the current CPE, and the latter increases by one when an RMA data is successfully received by the current CPE. The RMA interfaces also implement non-blocking ones, whose correctness is ensured by:

```c
replyx = 0;
repyy = 0;
synch();
```

```c
rma_wait_value(&replyx, 1);
rma_wait_value(&repyy, 1);
```

One may notice that a synchronization statement is also introduced before launching an RMA message. This is required by the atthread programming model that can also be used to execute other types of parallelism on a CPE mesh.

The affine relation of the extension node in Fig.2e is still applicable, whose constraints imply the shape of the tile delivered by RMA. As each of them requires the starting address of the buffered matrix tile in its own spm, one can pass local_Matrix[0][0] to both of them, but they will be instantiated by different matrices through double buffering (§6.3) to guarantee the semantic. The value of size, _X_ × _Y_, can be easily inferred as the matrix in spm is continuously addressed. The generated row RMA instruction looks like:

```c
rma_row_ibcast(local_Matrix[0][0], local_Matrix[0][0], _X_ × _Y_, replyx, replyy)
```

and the column RMA broadcast is with the same set of argument values. Note that each CPE has its own spm space for local_Matrix.

The first local_Matrix is the starting address in each receiver CPE, and the second is that of the sender. The schedule tree after inserting extension nodes for DMA and RMA is depicted in Fig.9. The helper line is used to show the alignment between two different filter nodes.

```c
DOMAIN: [S_t(i, j, k) | 0 ≤ i < M ∧ 0 ≤ j < N ∧ 0 ≤ k < K]
BAND: [S_t(i, j, k) → (Rid, Cid)]
EXTENSION: [(d_0, d_1, d_2) → get_reply_A(d_0, d_1)]
EXTENSION: [(d_0, d_1, d_2) → put_reply_B(d_0, d_1, d_2)]
```

```c
FILTER | get_reply_A(d_0, d_1) @ FILTER | get_reply_A(d_0, d_1)
FILTER | get_reply_B(d_0, d_1) @ FILTER | get_reply_B(d_0, d_1)
FILTER | S_t(i, j, k)
BAND: [S_t(i, j, k) → (Rid, Cid)]
```

```c
EXTENSION: [(d_0, d_1, d_2) → evict_reply_B(d_0, d_1, d_2)]
EXTENSION: [(d_0, d_1, d_2) → evict_reply_B(d_0, d_1, d_2)]
```

```c
FILTER | evict_reply_B(d_0, d_1, d_2) @ FILTER | evict_reply_B(d_0, d_1, d_2)
FILTER | S_t(i, j, k)
BAND: [S_t(i, j, k) → (Rid, Cid)]
```

```c
FILTER | put_reply_B(d_0, d_1, d_2) @ FILTER | put_reply_B(d_0, d_1, d_2)
```

Figure 9: Insert extension nodes for DMA and RMA.

We use two affine relations for each DMA or RMA instruction. For example, the dma_get interface is introduced into the schedule tree using (d_0, d_1, d_2) → get_reply_A(d_0, d_1) and (d_0, d_1, d_2) → get_reply_B(). The latter is used to generate the dma_wait_value statement and the former is used to producing the dma_get together with the initialization instruction of the reply indicator. We put there filter nodes connected using @ or ⊗ in one row to indicate they should be scheduled together, but their separation will be used to implement memory latency hiding in §6. A_τ is only required by the CPEs along the same row while B_τ has to be broadcast to all CPEs along the same column. The 4D domain of each affine relation for the RMA interfaces is due to the strip-mining of the reduced dimension as explained in §3.2. The extension nodes for output matrix tile C_T are introduced outside the reduced dimension, and those for DMA are inserted between the outer and inner dimensions of loop k. Such transformations of the schedule tree maximize the reuse of C_T and ensure the correctness of both DMA and RMA communications.

6 MEMORY LATENCY HIDING

Another purpose of the helper line in Fig.9 is used to express the sequential execution within each CPE, which is a mixture of DMA communications, RMA broadcasts and inline assembly kernels. We use Fig.10a to illustrate this sequential execution.

6.1 Software Pipelining

Each CPE has to iterate [K/256] times over the outer k dimension, since it buffers 256 matrix elements along this direction each time the data is transferred by DMA communication. As C_T is reused within the k loop, its latency cannot be hidden by software pipelining.
However, the DMA communications of $A_T$ and $B_T$ of the $(x + 1)$-th iteration can be hidden behind the execution of a gray box of the $x$-th ($0 \leq x < \lfloor \frac{K}{256} \rfloor - 1$) iteration, leading to a total number of $\lfloor \frac{K}{256} \rfloor - 1$ overlaps between DMA communications and computation. The hiding mechanism is depicted in Fig.10b. The overhead of each overlapped part is the greater one between the execution time of the gray box and that of the DMA communications. The movements of $A_T$ and $B_T$ can take place simultaneously.

The second level pipelining happens between RMA and a cyan box in Fig.10c. All RMA broadcasts except those of the first iteration can be hidden. As we strip-mine the loops after strip-mining. We define each overlap is determined by the heavier one of its two components.

We introduce subscripts to each statement with subscript zero can also be launched simultaneously.

```
\text{domain}: [S_{i(i, j, k)}: 0 \leq i < M \land 0 \leq j < N \land 0 \leq k < K] \\
\text{band}: [S_{i(i, j, k)} \rightarrow \text{local broadcast}] \\
\text{extension}: [d_{0}, d_{1}, d_{2} = \text{put}(d_{0}, d_{1}, d_{2}) \text{put reply}(C)] \\
\text{sequence}: \\
\text{filter}: \{\text{get}(d_{0}, d_{1}) \circ \text{filter} \rightarrow \text{get reply}(C)\}
```

Figure 10: The two-level memory latency hiding strategy.

### 6.2 Loop Peeling

We implement the software pipelining on top of schedule trees. We always schedule the signal indicator together with its corresponding message interface in Fig.9, but now they can be separated by loop peeling that isolates the first and last iterations of both outer and inner $k$ loops after strip-mining. We define each $\odot$ in Fig.9 is separable but $\odot$ not. The separated reply indicators are moved after the computation of the next iteration, as shown in Fig.11.

We introduce subscripts to each DMA communication/reply indicator and the execution within the $k$ loop. The inner loop is renamed as $I$ to distinguish from the outer one. Each pair of filter nodes related using $\cup$ can be executed in parallel. DMA and RMA statements with subscript zero can also be launched simultaneously. The shaded boxes correspond to those in Fig.10. DMA-subtree/RMA-subtree is used to substitute its replicated presents.

### 6.3 Double Buffering

The price to pay for enabling the software pipelining is the doubled numbers of local buffers in SPAs. Both $A_T$ and $B_T$ have to be buffered twice, and they take part in both levels for hiding DMA and RMA.

We allocate four local buffers for them, leading to a total number nine local buffers. Declaring these local buffers in the generated code is implemented by following the approach to allocate shared memory spaces for GPU in PPCG [22].

### 7 CODE GENERATION

Fig.11 can be scanned to generate the code executable on SW26010Pro. We separate code generation into two phases, with AST first produced using the functionality of $isl$ and the asth syntax next printed in a file other than that the main function resides in.

#### 7.1 AST Generation

Reusing the AST generator of $isl$ not only reduces the engineering cost, but it is also critical to support the generation of DMA and RMA instructions. The injection of extension nodes for DMA and RMA into schedule trees delivers the request of generating necessary communication statements to the AST generator, but there exists no corresponding AST node type for such extension nodes.
We introduce a new AST node type to handle dma and rma. The generated AST is thus converted into the expected form. Another benefit brought by bridging schedule trees and the atree code using AST is its portability to other programming models on the Sunway architecture: one can still reuse what we have described up to now but only has to redesign the pretty-print phase.

7.2 Inline Assembly Routine
The assembly micro kernel is provided as a compiled object, which has been highly optimized by the Sunway architects. Some other shapes were also designed before the one used in this work made publicly accessible. The shape $64 \times 64 \times 32$ was empirically demonstrated as the best-performing one, which fully considers the memory sizes of spms and registers. It can also maximally exploit the use of each spm when cooperating with double buffering ($\S 6.3$).

What has been done in this assembly routine is not visible, but decompiling the compiled object reveals that data copying from the spm to the registers of a cpe, together with optimal register allocation, is well performed. Besides, assembly-level transformations including instruction pipelining, making use of SIMD intrinsics and loop unrolling are also considered. Combining this inline micro kernel with polyhedral transformations can thus achieve near-peak performance, which is implemented by introducing a mark node in the schedule tree (Fig.11). A mark node can be used to instruct the code generator to print an assembly function call, with the request is delivered by the string of the mark node.

7.3 Fusion Patterns
Gemm is also important for DL, but existing approaches [7] used without fusion with its element-wise prologue or epilogue operations. Gemm can be fused by isl scheduler with its prologue, a typical example of which is the element-wise quantization operation on input matrix A or B. However, such fusion does not hold the parallelism along the j or i loop dimension of Gemm. The aggressive fusion heuristic of isl thus loses the 2D parallelism required by the cpe mesh. We leverage the post-tiling fusion strategy [27] that uses an extension node to guarantee the 2D parallelism without missing the fusion opportunity. The schedule tree is shown in Fig.12a, where the mark node is used to bypass the original subtree of the prologue operation. The side effect is the recomputation of the prologue. In our case, this fusion performs an element-wise operation over $A_{64\times K}$ as shown in Fig.5, since this data tile is required by each cpe.

Gemm can also be fused with its epilogue that can be an activation routine with smaller shape configurations. The transformed code. We restrict our approach to

\[
\text{DOMAIN: } \{S_0(i, k), S_1(i, j, k) : 0 \leq i < M \land 0 \leq j < N \land 0 \leq k < K \}
\]

\[
\text{SEQUENCE:}
\]

\[
\text{FILTER: } \{S_0(i, k) \text{ /prologue, this part will not be generated.}\}
\]

\[
\text{MARK: } \{"\text{skipped}"\}
\]

\[
\text{BAND: } [S_0(i, k) \rightarrow (i, k)]
\]

\[
\text{FILTER: } \{S_1(i, j, k) \rightarrow \text{Gemm}\}
\]

\[
\text{BAND: } [S_1(i, j, k) \rightarrow (i, j) ; \left\lfloor \frac{j}{64} \right\rfloor ; \left\lfloor \frac{j}{32} \right\rfloor ; \left\lfloor \frac{k}{64} \right\rfloor ; k - 32 \left\lfloor \frac{k}{32} \right\rfloor ]
\]

(a) The schedule tree of fusion with prologue.

\[
\text{DOMAIn: } \{S_2(i, j, k) : 0 \leq i < M \land 0 \leq j < N \land 0 \leq k < K \}
\]

\[
\text{BAND: } [S_2(i, j, k) \rightarrow (i, j) ; \left\lfloor \frac{j}{64} \right\rfloor ; \left\lfloor \frac{j}{32} \right\rfloor ; \left\lfloor \frac{k}{64} \right\rfloor ; k - 32 \left\lfloor \frac{k}{32} \right\rfloor ]
\]

\[
\text{FILTER: } \{S_2(i, j, k) \rightarrow \text{Gemm}\}
\]

\[
\text{BAND: } [S_2(i, j) \rightarrow (i - 64 \left\lfloor \frac{j}{64} \right\rfloor ; j - 64 \left\lfloor \frac{j}{32} \right\rfloor ; k - 32 \left\lfloor \frac{k}{32} \right\rfloor ]
\]

(b) The schedule tree of fusion with epilogue.

Figure 12: The schedule trees of the fusion patterns.

8 EXPERIMENTS
We implement our approach in PPCG [22]. The open-source code repository is available at https://gitlab.com/tao-jinxuan/swcoopen.git. A simple Gemm code like Fig.12a is taken as input by our compiler. By default, it generates atree code for a cluster of SW26010Pro. The option --batch is used to help our compiler identify the batched Gemm scenarios, and --no-use-asm is provided to bypass the inline assembly kernel but generate simple loop code. The code for fusion patterns can be handled in a similar way.

The atree code (cpe code) and the file (mpe code) containing the main function are separately compiled by the native compiler swgcc version 1307. For each code variant, we pass options -faddress_align=128 -mhost -msimd -O3 to swgcc when compiling the mpe code, and -mslave -msimd -O3 for compiling the cpe code. They are linked together using the -mhybrid option. -faddress_align=128 guarantees that the starting address of a matrix allocated in the main memory always align with 128 bytes, which can maximize the efficiency of dma communications. -msimd allows for the use of SIMD intrinsics of mpe and cpe. -mhost and -mslave switch the compilation workflow of swgcc for mpe and cpe.
We compare the performance with xMath version 2.0 [10], the highly tuned BLAS library of the SW26010Pro processor. The code used as the input to our code generator is modified to invoke a function call to this library, and this modified file is compiled by SWSGCC with the same set of above options for compiling the MPE code. As xMath is written in Fortran language, we link its compiled object with the main function using SWGFORTRAN with options -mhybrid, and the row-major accesses have been converted into column-major required by the Fortran language.

We report Gflops of each code version computed by dividing the number of floating operations within in the code of interest using the execution clock cycles. Each result is the average of 10 executions, and the performance noise is lightweight. Committing a job to SW26010Pro requires a special command, together with which we set the stack space of the main memory as 8 GB.

8.1 Performance Breakdown

We first report the performance breakdown to illustrate how many improvements each optimization contributes to the overall performance. The data is collected in Fig.13 by experimenting on Gemm code with square matrix inputs due to the limited space, but the results are also applied to non-square matrix inputs and fusion patterns. We select matrix sizes by letting M and N be the multiples of 512 and K the multiple of 256. One can manually construct such shapes through zero padding when these requirements are not satisfied. The baseline version colored in red is the code generated by our compiler with automatic DMA communication enabled, since matrices have to be moved to the SPMs to be executed by CPEs.

The second version (orange bars) substitutes the naive CPE code of the first version using the inline assembly micro kernel. Its performance can be used to illustrate to what extend the vendor provided assembly routine can impact the execution performance of GMEM. The third code variant is represented using green bars, with the DMA broadcast enabled and only memory latency hiding disabled. It can be used to test the effectiveness of the two-level software pipelining strategy. Finally, we show the overall performance (in cyan) of our approach that turns on all optimizations.

The average performance of the baseline version is 84.89 Gflops almost without fluctuations, achieving a very smaller percentage of the peak performance. The exact Gflops number of the theoretical peak performance currently cannot be released. It will be officially declared soon. Adapting existing polyhedral code generators like PPCG for the Sunway architecture without further optimizations will also observe similar results. One can obtain a mean speedup of 2.83× when combined with the inline assembly routine, with the average performance increasing to 240.39 Gflops. The data of this version is followed by the bars of third version, which demonstrate that the RMA broadcasts are critical to performance improvement, raising the mean number up to 1052.94 Gflops. In other words, RMA can improve the performance by 4.38× on average. We finally turn on memory latency hiding and achieve an average performance of 1849.06 Gflops. On average, memory latency hiding improves the previous code variant by 1.76× and the baseline version by 23.72×.

We observe that our approach is underperforming when given the leftmost four shape configurations, none of which exceeds 1800.00 Gflops. The reason is because the matrix size along the k loop dimension has a heavy impact on the effectiveness of DMA latency hiding. As depicted in Fig.10b, the number of the overlaps is ⌈K/256⌉−1. A smaller K declines the benefit brought by the DMA latency hiding strategy. The effectiveness of memory latency hiding is significant under the relatively larger shape configurations. The average number of the remaining shape configurations is 2013.70 Gflops. In particular, the Gflops number of the code with the rightmost shape hits 90.14% of the theoretical peak performance. We believe this result should be competitive in practice.

8.2 Performance Comparison of Gemm

Fig.13 also collects the Gflops numbers for xMath, which achieves a mean 1746.97 Gflops number. Our approach outperforms it by 9.62%. As a BLAS library for SW26010Pro, xMath is not an open-source project. We thus have no ideas about its algorithmic implementation. The following analysis is based on our guess.

The superiority of xMath is observed when given the leftmost four smaller square matrix sizes. Why our approach performs less well than expected has been explained in §8.1. xMath beats our approach in these cases. We suspect that the internal implementation of xMath also implements its software pipelining strategy but it might introduce custom optimizations to adapt to these shape configurations. For example, the matrix tile sizes executed by a CPE can be reduced such that the number of overlaps can increase. xMath sometimes suffers from performance degradation when given sizes that are not powers of two. In particular, its performance falls behind our approach for the shape configuration 6144× and its performance gets even worse (under 1500.00 Gflops) when given sizes 7680×, 10240× and 15360×. We thus also surmise that the manual optimizations of xMath might be not mature for such data sizes.

To validate our suspicion, we also collect the Gflops numbers for 36 non-square matrix shapes, with the data plotted in Fig.14. xMath exhibits an average 1846.96 Gflops number. On the contrary, our approach obtains a mean Gflops number of 1911.22. Both xMath and our approach hit their top points, 93.53% and 90.03% of the peak performance, under the shape 4096×16384×16384, and the Gflops numbers of xMath indeed exceed 93.00% of the peak performance multiple times when the size of the k dimension is 16384. However, the performance of xMath falls down to 42.25% for 8192×8192×15360, and similar degradation is observed for nine times, each with the k dimension not being a power of two.

Our approach still performs well under these shapes, performing better than xMath by 58.95%; it is competitive with xMath even when given a size of powers of two along the k dimension, with only a 7.32% performance loss experienced. The above closer study...
on the data is another evidence that the library might not be mature for matrix sizes of powers of two. In summary, we obtain a mean improvement of 9.25% over the xMath library for these non-square matrix sizes. Coupled with the performance for square shapes, our work outperforms xMath by 9.44% for Gemm. Our method also exhibits a more stable trend than the BLAS library, which, on the contrary, fluctuates significantly with the changes of matrix sizes.

8.3 Performance Comparison of Batched Gemm

The results of batched Gemm are shown in Fig.15, where four batch sizes (2, 4, 8 and 16) are considered, each configured using six shapes. The sizes of the k dimension are selected as powers of two or not evenly. As explained in §3, the batched dimension is not involved in hardware binding, leading to the sequential execution of this dimension within the compiler generated cpe code. Our approach thus starts up the cpe mesh only once. The average performance value of our work is 1949.92 Gflops. The highest point, 90.43%, is observed when give batch size 2 and shape 4096x4096x16384.

The batch dimension cannot be embedded into xMath, which results in multiple startups of the cpe mesh and thus introduces redundant coarser-grained synchronizations. This decreases the performance of xMath, which obtains a mean number of 1603.26 Gflops. Its performance jumps up to 93.52% of the peak performance under the batch size 2 and the shape 4096x4096x16384. On average, our approach outperforms xMath for batched Gemm by 1.30×.

8.4 Performance Comparison of Fusion

We now study the effectiveness of our work on two fusion patterns, with one fusing Gemm with its prologue, a quantization operation of matrix A, and the other with its epilogue, an activation function of matrix C. The results are depicted in Fig.16. We compare with the baseline version that does not perform fusion between these operations, which invokes xMath for Gemm and executes the prologue/epilogue on mpe.

Our work surpasses the baseline by 1.26× for fusion with the prologue. The two versions obtain average Gflops numbers of 1709.81 and 1436.46, respectively. The compiler generated code outperforms the baseline in most cases thanks to fusion that combines Gemm and the prologue in a single loop nest and executes both within each cpe. However, the baseline exhibits better performance in some cases, for example, when given shapes 10752x7680× and 8192x16384x8192. This is because fusion with the prologue is achieved at the expense of recomputation of the quantization operation, with the introduced redundancy taking place along the j loop dimension. Our work thus performs less well when the size of this dimension increases. Besides, fusion with the prologue also makes the overhead of each cyan (rounded) rectangle in Fig.10c heavier and is thus negative to software pipelining, which decreases the performance of our code.

Different from the fusion pattern with prologue, our compiler steadily outperforms the xMath-based implementation by 2.11× on average when Gemm is fused with its epilogue. The mean Gflops numbers of our work and the xMath-based implementation are 1818.24 Gflops and 919.56 Gflops, respectively. Similar to the fusion pattern with prologue, both Gemm and its epilogue are executed on cpes, but fusion with epilogue does not introduce recomputation since the two operations are fused outside the k dimension, which does not hamper software pipelining of Gemm. These are the reasons why our work always outperforms the library implementation for this fusion pattern. The average speedup of our approach over the xMath-based implementation for both fusion patterns is 1.67×.

8.5 Engineering Cost

Our work also greatly reduces the engineering cost to generate high-performance Gemm code for the Sunway architecture. xMath was developed by the same research team that proposed the manually optimized approaches for SW26010. They took a couple of months to finish the implementation and another several months to tune the performance. These together result in several years to release a public version: their approach for batched Gemm [12] was published three years later than that for Gemm [11]. On the contrary, our approach only takes several seconds to produce the code, including the overhead of integer linear solver of the polyhedral model. The vendor of SW26010Pro told us their architects cost two to three
weeks to implement the inline assembly kernel described in §7.2. Our approach still significantly reduces the software development life cycle when this cost is taken into account.

9 RELATED WORK

While saving their significant engineering cost and overcoming the poor portability, our work also differs from the manual GemM code generation approaches [11, 12] for SW26010 in many aspects. First, the target platforms are different, with the architectural changes described in §2.1. Second, our tiling strategy (§3) is much simpler than these manual approaches that require users to perform three-level tiling. Third, how DMA should be effectively used was not made clear in these works, which is the most difficult part for the Sunway architecture. We implement it as an automatic optimization (§4). Finally, these manual approaches for SW26010 only considered double buffering for DMA; the register communication latency available in SW26010 was implemented by scheduling assembly instructions. We propose the two-level double buffering strategy in §6, further simplifying the memory management for SW26010Pro.

Unlike prior work that requires users to add annotations [26] in the input code, our method does not require additional programming efforts. While not considering the rather simpler BLAS kernels investigated by AUGEM [23], the strategy used for optimizing GemM can be easily adopted to subroutines like general matrix-vector multiplication. Note that a manual identification of AUGEM’s optimization templates is needed but we have no such requirements. Our work is orthogonal with the compilation approach for the automatic generation of BLAS micro kernels [17] by focusing on data movements caused by GemM compute decomposition. In particular, we generalize some domain-specific transformations and implement them using the polyhedral model, thus going beyond existing polyhedral approaches [4, 20, 22, 28].

Auto-tuners [2, 24] is an alternative to generate efficient GemM code. As the inline assembly function in our generated code is defined using fixed matrix sizes, we analytically model the optimal tile sizes, which is sufficient for a specific compute pattern like GemM [16]. We believe a tuning heuristic should be introduced when solving more general scenarios [7].

10 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we present a method to automatically generate GemM kernels for SW26010Pro. Complex transformations including compute decomposition, DMA/RMA and memory latency hiding are all carried out as polyhedral transformations. Low-level optimizations are packed in an inline assembly kernel, which is embedded into the compiler generated code. The approach exhibits better performance than xMath for both (batched) GemM and fusion patterns while significantly reducing the engineering cost to program SW26010Pro. With our method, one can obtain up to more than 90.00% of the theoretical performance within few lines of C code.

Our method also offers insights into the compilation of other supercomputers. RMA is a specialized property of the SW26010Pro processor; its implementation in §5 is thus a Sunway-specific algorithm. Yet the techniques to automate DMA (§4) and memory latency hiding (§6) can be borrowed by approaches for other architectures; the idea of combining polyhedral transformations and inline assembly kernels is also applicable to CPU and GPU [1, 18].

The approach currently has two weaknesses: the performance of small-scale matrix sizes can be enhanced, and the supported fusion patterns are limited. They can be solved if smaller shapes of the inline assembly kernel can be offered. We intend to automate the generation of the inline assembly in the future, which is also achievable through compilation approaches [17]. We also plan to implement MPI code generation like what prior work [3] did, which will realize the fully automation of GemM code generation for the SW26010Pro processor. Besides, generalizing the approach to a wider scope for SW26010Pro is also under construction.
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